Poly holds vigil to remember Chinese who died last June in Beijing massacre

By Glenn Hom

While the Chinese Communist Party continues to downplay last year's bloodshed in Beijing, people beyond the Great Wall could not forget the revolutionary movement and those who sacrificed everything for it.

More than 200 people gathered at the University Monday evening for a candlelight vigil to honor the pro-democracy demonstrators who died in the Tiananmen Square massacre.

"A lot of people showed," said Doris Fung, president of the Chinese Students Association (CSA), which organized the event. "It's a year later, and people haven't forgotten."

Participants were given white armbands with the phrases "Remember the Students' Souls" and "NO MORE KILLING" written on them in black marker.

When the lights were turned off, the participants walked in silence and held up their lit candles. The vigil ended with the recitation of the stirring "Golden Rainbow," an anti-communist Chinese song, followed by a prayer for peace.

Twenty-five Chinese students from the San Jose State University and the University of California, Santa Cruz, who were in the Silicone Valley area at that time, were killed in the Tiananmen Square massacre last June.

On Saturday night, San Luis Obispo police officers were called to 110 Graves Street on a 911 emergency call. When they arrived they found friends of Sampson performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) on him.

Sampson was taken to Sierra Vista Regional Medical Center and was admitted to the Intensive Care Unit. He was pronounced dead at 1:50 a.m. on Sunday.

"Someone was in pretty big trouble from what we could tell," said neighbor John Roether, a technology senior. "They worked on him for about 20 minutes."

Sampson, who is from Southern California, was living in Santa Barbara and working on an avocado farm, said former roommate Ken Easland, a journalism senior. Sampson was staying the night out of school to a welcome relief to some, or can be the start of a dull Life. Take it from one person who's graduating, and one who's already out.

A plastic existence...

The third annual Plastics, Packaging and Recycling Symposium was last week. Find out the importance of recycling plastics, as told by the experts.
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Student renters living in sub-par, illegal housing

Exposed electrical wiring one problem

Editor's note: This is the second of a three-part series on substandard housing in San Luis Obispo.

By Glenn Hom

The high number of student renters in San Luis Obispo has prompted city housing authorities to re-evaluate living standards in the home.

The goal is to ensure safe and sanitary living conditions for everyone. Illegal and substandard housing, however, still exists, and all too often it involves students.

Mustang Daily has found several examples of students living in inadequate housing. Among them is a duplex located on Harris Street.

Discovered in the right occupancy of the duplex was a broken gas heater system, large and small holes in the walls and exposed electrical wiring.

Though far from being a slum, the house contains numerous housing ordinance violations that are possible safety and fire hazards.

Tenant Cindy Douglas, a Cal Poly junior, sleeps in an unauthorized, converted attic. It is reached by a narrow, winding staircase from an inside room.

Exposure to electrical hazards is one of the main concerns.

Tenant Kim Post, a Cal Poly senior, says that every room in the house has a different fuse. She also learned that every room in the house is a fire hazard.

While far from being a slum, the house contains numerous housing ordinance violations that are possible safety and fire hazards. Tenant Cindy Douglas, a Cal Poly junior, sleeps in an unauthorized, converted attic. It is reached by a narrow, winding staircase from an inside room.

In INSIGHT...

Ah, graduation!

Getting out of school can be a welcome relief to some, or can be the start of a dull life. Take it from one person who's graduating, and one who's already out.

Reporter Mike McMillan examines child abuse, and shows that San Luis Obispo is not immune.

Former Cal Poly student dies of respiratory failure

Brandon K. Engle

A former Cal Poly student was pronounced dead of respiratory failure brought on by excessive alcohol consumption early Sunday morning, according to the San Luis Obispo County Coroner.

Kirk A. Sampson, 31, apparently had become unconscious and vomited as his airway to become blocked, said County Coroner Bill Wammock. He said Sampson became unconscious "due to excessive alcohol consumption." There were traces of marijuana in his system. Rumors that Sampson had overdosed on heroin were unsubstantiated, Wammock added.

Sampson was a fruit science major, but had not attended classes for a number of years, a secretary in the crop sciences department.

Former Poly student Kirk Sampson, shown on a 1987 "Wimpy Dicks" album cover.

Former Poly student Kirk Sampson dies of respiratory failure
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Sampson was taken to Sierra Vista Regional Medical Center and was admitted to the Intensive Care Unit. He was pronounced dead at 1:50 a.m. on Sunday.

"Someone was in pretty big trouble from what we could tell," said neighbor John Roether, a technology senior. "They worked on him for about 20 minutes."

Sampson, who is from Southern California, was living in Santa Barbara and working on an avocado farm, said former roommate Ken Easland, a journalism senior. Sampson was staying

2-day program offers a head "START" to incoming students

Parents attend to get oriented too

By Tina M. Ramos

To get off to a good start before beginning school at Cal Poly, incoming students and their families can participate in a two-day, on-campus orientation program this July.

START (Student Testing Advising Registration X Transition) will provide personal advising, registration counseling and a quick orientation to the university. The seven programs begin on July 5 with the School of Agriculture and end with the School of Engineering on July 26.

START is the new name of last year's Pre-Enrollment Advising Program (PEAP) under Student Academic Services, said Jean Stirling, START coordinator.

This year academic and student affairs will coordinate the program with assistance from two Student Academic Services outreach directors, Susan Somppii and Glenda Riel.

"The major changes to the program are that students will register through CAPTURE beginning on July 5 and not have to sign up for the program," said Somppii.

The program will be divided into two programs: students and parent/supporters. The student program will begin with most students taking the Math Placement Exam. The first day will continue with students interacting with other students who are at the same level academically.

For example, a freshman student will meet with other freshmen and a re-entry student will interact with other re-entry students.

"It is the one social involvement they will have during the two-day orientation," said Somppii.

That night, the students will be divided into groups to play "Cal Poly Pursuit," a trivial pursuit game dealing with Cal Poly schedule, catalog and life. The game will be coordinated by faculty and Cal Poly students.

"It is a fun way of helping the students learn and become familiar with the catalog and schedule before registering," said Somppii.

See START, page 3

Ah, graduation! Getting out of school can be a welcome relief to some, or can be the start of a dull life. Take it from one person who's graduating, and one who's already out.
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In INSIGHT...
ROBERT MAYNARD
Traditional cooking: A lost art?

My wife and I sat beaming with pride at the dinner table the other night. The cause of our delight was our ten-year-old. He had just dished out his first serving of rice for the family, cooked all by himself.

In many households, a young son who can handle rice at the stove might not be deemed a big deal. It is in ours because of a long family tradition. When my mother and father married early in this century, they made a pact. They would teach their sons and daughters to cook.

Rice, my mother taught her six children, is the test of a cook. The staple of their West Indian diet, my parents called rice "swamp-pea." That was a colloquialism of their "old country." My oldest boy, handy in the kitchen with other dishes, came of age as a cook in his parents' eyes when he produced rice of such even texture that it would have made his late grandparents more than proud. It made us proud for a deeper reason.

The microwave monster is consuming our cultural traditions. For example, the youngest of our children, the 10-year-old, shows signs that he might skip the conventional cooking lessons and go straight to microwave. At his age, the subtle aspects of culinary skill are less interesting than speed and efficiency.

Signs are everywhere that the microwave, once a novelty, is now ubiquitous. In fact, my youngest thinks "cooking" is following the instructions on the microwave package.

Since then, I have been hearing from people all over the country about their microwave experiences. It comes down to this: In the hands of a hand-held and older people regard the microwave with a certain suspicion. Yes, it's a helpful novelty when you are in a hurry. But it is not the way I want to cook as a daily routine.

For younger people who never learned to saute, stir, simmer, bring to a rapid boil and then strain, conventional cooking is just that: a strain. The idea of long hours of preparation vs. a quick zap-then-eat is a "no-brainer" to many young people. Why stand in front of a fire, one young Midwestern man asked me, when I can be doing something I really enjoy?

Conventional cooking, thought by many to be so noble for centuries, may be a threatened art form. In the video age, the microphone and its various offspring have helped the young to watch and listen instead of reading and activating their minds. Now it is teaching them to zap instead of sip.

The reason this trend appears to be irreversible is that the microwave movement is rushing to cater to the new standards of parsimony that pervade our land. The next generation of microwave owners will contain the ability to read the universal bar codes on all your packaged groceries.

You can see where this is going. The next generation of microwaveable prepackaged, precooked dishes will come with the latest and oldest people regard the microwave with a certain suspicion. Yes, it's a helpful novelty when you are in a hurry. But it is not the way I want to cook as a daily routine.
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You can see where this is going. The next generation of microwaveable prepackaged, precooked dishes will come with the latest.
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Plastics, packaging symposium focuses on increased recycling
By Jena Thompson

There is one hill in San Luis Obispo County that is very big as the rest but not nearly as beautiful. It is located at the Cold Canyon Landfill, the county's largest of three landfills. It grew out from a volcanic eruption but from the accumulation of "waste" since 1965.

Forcing a throwaway society to realize there is no "away" in throwing away is the nearing capacity of Cold Canyon. The planned closing of the landfill is set for 1992 without a proposed expansion.

Environmental leaders spoke about reduction and recycling last Thursday and Friday at the Third Annual Plastics and Packaging Recycling Symposium, sponsored by the Society for the Plastics Engineers and the Institute of Packaging Professionals.

The symposium, held in Chumash Auditorium, was an effort to dispel myths about plastics.

One myth about plastics is that they are not recyclable. Actually, they are the easiest materials to recycle or reuse, said Jan Gates, senior packaging engineer for Lever Brothers, the company that manufactures detergents such as Snuggle.

"Plastics have received a lot of bad press because they are not biodegradable," said Gates, which leads to a second myth.

Unrealistic expectations about the speed of the degradation process and the belief that plastics cannot be recycled or incinerated, sets the stage for making plastics the scapegoat for the solid waste disposal problem, Gates said.

People equate the word "biodegradable" with nature, she said, but if something is labeled biodegradable, that doesn't mean it's decomposing in a landfill rapidly enough.

Scientists have found that organic waste takes longer to decompose in a landfill without moisture and air than above ground — too long to extend landfill life.

A third myth, Gates said, is that plastics make up a major part of solid waste. The fact is, plastics make up about 18 percent of the volume of solid waste in landfills. Paper makes up about 38 percent; metals 14 percent and glass 2 percent. Plastics account for 8 percent of the "waste" since 1965.

"Half of the CSU's have the PT-NMR so it's not that unique," he said.

The PT-NMR is one of the state-of-the-art instruments chemistry students need to learn how to use, said chemistry professor Dane Jones, one of the faculty members who coordinated the symposium.

A separate room is being remodeled to house the device, which is about the size of two desks. Part of the money donated by JBL Scientfic is going towards the remodeling.

JBL Scientific was formed in 1989-90 by Jan Gates, Sulenger and former colleagues at Lever Brothers.

"The second day is highly organized," said Art DeKleine, a committee member.

"There will be one faculty member from each major as well as session coordinators and student advisors involved in this section." DeKleine added that each department will provide sample advising sheets for each major. There also will be housing, math, English and financial aid people involved in this section of the program.

The students will spend most of the day registering for classes so that at the end of orientation program, they will know what classes they will take in the fall, said Stirling. Registration for START participants takes place prior to other incoming students, but Stirling says that this will happen only this year.

The parent/supporter program begins with an introduction and welcome by Scott. Then the parents will be put into small groups headed by a faculty member who will act as a facilitator, said Lutrin, one of the program coordinators.

"The parents will discuss basic concerns they might have and treated to a student panel," said Lutrin. "They also will be able to go on a self-guided tour of the campus."

On the second day, the students will spend most of the day registering for classes so that at the end of orientation program, they will know what classes they will take in the fall, said Stirling. Registration for START participants takes place prior to other incoming students, but Stirling says that this will happen only this year.

The parent/supporter program begins with an introduction and welcome by Scott. Then the parents will be put into small groups headed by a faculty member who will act as a facilitator, said Lutrin, one of the program coordinators.

"The parents will discuss basic concerns they might have and treated to a student panel," said Lutrin. "They also will be able to go on a self-guided tour of the campus."

On the second day, questions are similar to an s-a-y, but without a film picture or the radiation connected with it.

"It is a very powerful analytic tool," Estough said.

After eight years of waiting, the funds finally fell into place last year, according to Estough.

State lottery funds and grants from a San Luis Obispo chemical company, JBL Scientists Inc., and the National Science Foundation will pay for the $250,000 device.

The entire $189,900 lottery funds for the School of Science and Mathematics, which total $165,000 will go towards buying the PT-NMR. Estough pointed out that it was a matter of deciding on priorities.

"The program of the purpose is to foster good feelings in the parents about leaving their children at Cal Poly," said Lutrin.

Although there is a slight resemblance to the WOW program, advisor Ken Barday said he believes START will have no negative impact on the annual Week of Welcome.

"START is the second step for students after early notification and advising materials are sent out," said Philip Bailey, interim vice president of academic affairs. "It will provide one-on-one advising to students and will complement WOW which will be shorter and more academically-related this year."

START is in its second pilot summer, with hopes of expanding to all students by summer 1991, said Stirling. Program coordinators are expecting around 2,000 students and parents to participate in the program.

Cal Poly students are needed in order to act as peer advisors, interpreters, campus guides and help with course scheduling. Students are also needed for the student panel which will emphasize university life awareness, said Stirling.

Interested students can call the START hotline at 756-2790.
APPLE DAYS

THE SALE GETS EVEN BETTER
WITH THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED

Macintosh Plus
includes:
• Standard memory
• 5 Standard ports
• One internal 800k floppy disk drive
• Mouse
• Keyboard
• Hypercard & System software
• (optional) Procom 20meg Hard disk

$765.00

Macintosh SE
includes:
• SE 2 Internal floppy disk drives
• SE 1- 20 megabyte internal hard disk
• SE 2- 40 megabyte internal hard disk

$1195.00

$1245.00

$1595.00

These prices good until June 15, 1990
and are limited to full-time Students, Faculty, and University staff.

HURRY LAST WEEK!

El Corral Bookstore
COMPUTER DEPARTMENT 756-5311
The worst fear an abused child has is that he will be abandoned.

Every kid has the right to grow up in a safe and secure environment," said Yates. "But talking with suspected abusive parents does not always result in a confrontation. If the initial abuse is severe enough, parental rights may be stripped temporarily and children are placed in shelters or foster homes. The offending parent(s) will automatically be put on probation, and visiting rights are determined on a case-by-case basis, according to Yates. "If after 18 months, abusive parents don't make a turnaround, parental rights are terminated," she said. "The law is clear and the courts don't mess around anymore." But children can be returned to their parents at any time, according to Yates. "It's just as abusive for children to languish in foster care," she said.

Yates explained that the Department of Social Services is always in need of good foster parents. Anyone interested should call 549-4267.

Along with CPS, police perform a vital role in investigating and stopping child abuse patterns. "It's obviously very tough when confronting parents about the subject," said Detective Kim Madellena of the SLO Police Department. "It would be awful to wrongly accuse a parent, but we have a responsibility to children to investigate reports of abuse," said Madellena, who works on the juvenile division and school officer assignment by choice.

Suspected child abuse is usually reported by concerned neighbors, school friends, teachers, teachers, teachers, friends of the victim, and victims themselves, according to Madellena, who routinely visits schools (dressed in plain clothes) to investigate "serious truancy problems." Madellena said those cases "often reveal deeper problems such as physical or sexual abuse.

"Giving kids the opportunity to talk is so important," she said, adding that the

Please see INSIGHT, page 7

INSIGHT

Transitions offers abused kids a respite from harsh daily realities

By Mike McMillan

Our Poly students are the lifeblood of Transitions, the county's main provider of shelter for victims of child abuse and neglect, according to Ron McMaster, Transitions' founder and director since its conception in 1979.

Transitions operates four children's shelters (five adult shelters are also in use) within the city of SLO County.

"The law is clear and the courts don't mess around anymore." But children can be returned to their parents at any time, according to Yates. "It's just as abusive for children to languish in foster care," she said.

Yates explained that the Department of Social Services is always in need of good foster parents. Anyone interested should call 549-4267.

Along with CPS, police perform a vital role in investigating and stopping child abuse patterns. "It's obviously very tough when confronting parents about the subject," said Detective Kim Madellena of the SLO Police Department. "It would be awful to wrongly accuse a parent, but we have a responsibility to children to investigate reports of abuse," said Madellena, who works on the juvenile division and school officer assignment by choice.

Suspected child abuse is usually reported by concerned neighbors, school friends, teachers, teachers, teachers, friends of the victim, and victims themselves, according to Madellena, who routinely visits schools (dressed in plain clothes) to investigate "serious truancy problems." Madellena said those cases "often reveal deeper problems such as physical or sexual abuse.

"Giving kids the opportunity to talk is so important," she said, adding that the
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STUDENTS WANT PERKS FOR THEIR MONEY!

- Cal Poly Shuttle (Shuttles twice per hour)
- Heated Swimming Pool
- Weight Room
- Tennis Court
- Basketball Court

- Study Room with Computers
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- Next to Lucky Shopping Center
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A Gear Sweatshirt, up to $40 value, will be given away at 4:00 pm every day at El Corral.
Choice limited to stock on hand
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At two locations during finals

Voters get first chance to elect state insurance commissioner

LOS ANGELES (AP) — California voters got their first chance Tuesday to choose their candidate for state insurance commissioner, a once obscure post transformed in recent months into a lightning rod for public ire about insurance premiums.

Fifteen people were running in a heated free-for-all for the first elected insurance commissioner, a potentially high-profile stepping stone to other statewide office.

Listed on the June 5 primary ballot were seven Democrats, five Republicans and three minor party candidates. The top vote-getter of each party will face each other in the Nov. 6 general election for the $95,092-a-year job.

The Democratic candidates were former Los Angeles television commentator Bill Press, state Sen. John Garamendi, state Board of Equalization Chairman Conwy Cullis, San Francisco attorney Ray Bourhis, former California Common Cause director Walter Zelman, Alhambra attorney and City Councilman Michael Blanco, and Temecula insurance consultant Larry Murphy.

On the Republican ticket were San Jose attorney Tom Skornia, Huntington Beach insurance agent Wes Barossier, Pasadena insurance claims consultant Joseph Danlop, La Habra insurance investigator-adjuster John "Jack" Harden, and Santa Ana attorney and insurance broker John Parise.

Ted Brown, a Pasadena insurance adjuster, was seeking the Libertarian nomination. Tom Condit of Berkeley and B. Kwaku Duren, a Compton community development organizer, ran on the Peace and Freedom Party ticket.

Until now the commissioner was appointed by the governor. But passage of the insurance reform Proposition 103 in November 1988 made the post an elected one this year for the first time.

The election is one of the most tangible results to date of Proposition 103. A 20 percent rate rollback promised by the initiative was ruled unconstitutional by the California Supreme Court, which said it would deny insurance companies the right to earn a fair profit.

With consumers angry over escalating auto insurance rates, the leading commissioner candidates tried to win voter support by verbally bashing insurance companies and the state Insurance Department.
Once a child is taken out of an abusive situation, the treatment process begins immediately and may continue for several years. Depending upon the family's socio-economic status, the treatment provider is determined by ability to pay.

SLOCAP for four years, described her job as "sometimes frustrating."

"I often feel the pain these kids experience through," said Madellena, who also teaches graders.

Deputy District Attorney Karen Gray, who also teaches graders.

"The kids have is that they will be abandoned," she said.

"The worst fear an abused child has is that they will be abandoned," she said.

"The main symptom of sexual abuse is known as post-traumatic stress disorder, similar to the type suffered by Vietnam Veterans," said Atwill.

"The kids have recurring flashbacks and nightmares of the abuse, hallucinations and, in rare cases, multiple personalities can develop."

Atwill said treatment consists of individual and group therapy with the non-offending parent.

The goal is to reduce symptoms. We use a lot of art therapy," she said, pointing to finger-painted pictures on her office wall.

One picture painted in black showed a child's nighttime image of his abuser.

"Molestation has a lot to do with control over a child. As a result, some kids learn how to be powerful over other people," said Atwill, adding that the most traumatized children are victims of long-term (usually incestuous) abuse.

Atwill said most perpetrators are male, but "that's not to exclude females for sure."

Atwill describes sexual-abuse therapy as "a creative process planned for each individual."

"Moo'tsors for some kids it's a lifeline," she said.

Prevention is the obviously the best weapon against child victimization.

"SLOCAP is the best weapon against child victimization."

SLOCAP works to "network all the professionals in social services, law enforcement, and prevention relating to child abuse," according to Cathy Brody, SLOCAP coordinator, who added that there are now 120 members in the council.

\textbf{SLOCAP services include professional education seminars, public awareness campaigns, (such as encouraging local merchants to print abuse prevention information on grocery bags) and fundraising.}

Brody said she hopes one day there will be a specialized child protective service in SLO County, a goal shared by most people involved in the multi-dimensional process of dealing with child abuse.

"Atwill's reward for her long hours of work is "seeing them through," she said.

"The average stay here is between one year and 14 months, with such problems they see as weak. But there are exceptions of course."

McMaster is obviously one of them. He said he is a victim of sexual abuse from SLO Co-County in 1983 with a degree in human development. His career in public service includes having worked as a police and probation officer and in mental health rehabilitation.
Bid to drop molestation charges denied

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A judge rejected a defense bid Tuesday to dismiss molestation charges in Raymond Buckey's second trial, saying the jury alone can evaluate alleged inconsistencies in the testimony of child witnesses.

Superior Court Judge Stanley Weisberg acknowledged that the testimony of three young girls who attended the McMartin Pre-School did not conform to the specific allegations made by the prosecution.

In one case, the prosecution alleges that Buckey molested a child while she was seated on his lap during a "horsey game." The child testified that Buckey was lying on the floor when he molested her and that no game was being played.

"In certain instances," the judge said, "the people's proof is at variance with the specific factual allegations."

But he concluded that the witnesses had satisfied the requirements of the underlying, more general charge of unlawful touching a minor.

"Whether the child was standing or sitting — playing a game or not is not an element of the charge," said Weisberg.

Buckey's lawyer, Danny Davis, had argued that the specific acts alleged in the complaint had to be proved through testimony and evidence. But Weisberg said the prosecution presentation was sufficient to warrant continuation of the trial.

The judge said the defense arguments concerning inconsistencies in testimony can be made to the jury when the case is submitted for decision.

He also rejected a claim of double jeopardy raised by the defense. Weisberg said the jury in Buckey's first trial did not resolve any of the facts in the eight charges which were refiled and thus presented no problem of double jeopardy — the principle that a person cannot be tried twice for something of which he was already acquitted.

Buckey's attorney, Danny Davis, argued that had the first jury heard the new accounts given at the second trial they would have acquitted Buckey.

But the judge said, "I don't find there is a double jeopardy problem. I find this is an erroneous analysis of double jeopardy."

The 32-year-old Buckey is being retried on eight molestation charges unresolved by the jury at his first trial.

SAMPSON

From page 1

weekend at Easland's house where Sampson's death occurred.

Sampson was a guitarist for the local band, "Wimpy Dicks." The band was to be on KCPR's "Live in Studio B" program at 5 p.m. on Saturday. The show was canceled when the band learned of Sampson's hospitalization.

The events on Saturday night that led to Sampson's death were witnessed by neighbors from across the street. "He drove up pretty fast, and kind of slid around the corner a little bit and parked the wrong way," said Roether. About 10 or 15 minutes later, he said, they could see people performing CPR on someone.

"When the police arrived they closed off the house, not allowing anyone to enter, not even the residents, said Easland.

After about 45 minutes, police investigators arrived. "They worked the house for about three hours, they were taking a lot of pictures," said Roether.

Roether also said he didn't know Sampson very well. "He was over here every once in a while...he was just a neighbor," he said. "(I didn't really have much contact with his family (Sampson and his roommates) were always in and out.)"

Sampson's band, "Wimpy Dicks," recorded two albums in San Luis Obispo. KCPR music director Eric Kayser described the band as "loud, fast and fun, and they had lyrics worth listening to." Kayser went on to say "I hope that they get a new guitarist and keep going."

Information on Sampson's family was not available by press time.
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Thunderbirds to fly over Vandenberg this weekend

By Stephanie Penner

Jetting their way internationally, the Air Force Thunderbirds will demonstrate their skills to the public at Vandenberg Air Force Base this weekend.

This 1990 season marks the 38th year for the Air Force's finest. Visiting hospitals, demonstrating flight skills in foreign countries in order to promote goodwill, and recruiting men and women to enlist in the Air Force are the main reasons the Thunderbirds are labeled America's Ambassadors in Blue.

"The Thunderbird's main goal is to recruit new men and women into the Air Force," said Sergeant Gary Keltz, Thunderbird aerial photographer and spokesperson. "It's impressive to see such highly skilled men in such powerful machines. But it is also to let the taxpayers know what is happening in our part of the military."

"Our air shows not only provide entertainment but provide information as well."

The Thunderbirds demonstrate at more than 80 U.S. and international locations a year. "The next destinations include England, France, Italy, Monaco, Portugal and Belgium," Keltz said. "New countries we will visit are Tunisia, Iceland and Ireland. And, as a grand finale we end up in Missouri."

Thunderbird officers are in a position unlike most others in the Air Force. They are not only some of the most highly skilled demonstration pilots in the world but are also highly trained and ready for combat at any time. Within 72 hours the Thunderbirds are deployable, "Keltz said. "That is why each Thunderbird maintains currency and combat mobility. The Thunderbirds are war combat fighters. They are active in the 57th Fighter Weapons Wing division of the Air Force."

Each member of the Thunderbirds is a volunteer, selected from stacks of special duty applications. Only 10 of the more than 100,000 Air Force Officers are currently assigned to the squadron. These eight pilots and two support pilots are Lt. Col. Chuck Simpson, Capt. Steve Henderson, Capt. John Posner, Maj. John Weida, Maj. Chuck Greenwood, Capt. Mo Beale, Maj. Dave Janik, Maj. Tim Hoy, Capt. Gari Lentzine and Capt. Paul Bowman.

Each of the Thunderbirds must be in the Air Force less than 10 years and have at least 1,000 flying hours in high performance jet aircraft prior to applying. Background and performance are closely scrutinized by current team members.

The F-16 aircraft used by the Thunderbirds called "The Fighting Falcon," is a highly maneuverable tactical fighter using on-board computers to help the pilot fly the plane. Pilots must maintain excellent physiological shape to withstand the gravitational pull in a jet that travels above Mach speed. Each Thunderbird serves a two year commitment. After two years, the pilots usually prefer ground duty because of fatigue. "The pilots usually are ready to retire from the Thunderbirds after two years because of the demands placed upon them," said Keltz. "Eighty shows annually would take a lot of energy on anyone's part."

The show jets into action Saturday and Sunday at Vandenberg Air Force Base from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM

From page 3

The problem with recycling plastics lies in collecting it after consumer use, said one member of Society of Plastic Engineers, Cal Poly industrial technology senior Kyle Haines.

"People not only don't know that plastics are recyclable, they also don't know where to take them," said Haines. "The industry doesn't really have a good system set up for people to get their plastics recycled."

The symposium made it clear that the plastics industry is committed to increasing the rate of plastics recycling. The Council for Solid Waste Solutions, a program of the Society of the Plastics Industry, is helping build the plastics recycling infrastructure needed to make plastics recycling a way of life nationwide.

Negotiation is another component to the federal Environmental Protection Agency's approach to reduction and recycling, Gates said. It can reduce up to 90 percent of the nation's garbage by converting that "waste" into useful energy.

Source reduction ranks first among the EPA's approaches, said Haines. The weight of an average milk jug has been reduced 37 percent since the early 70s. In 1978, plastic grocery sacks were 2.5 millimeters thick. Now they are 0.7 mm.

"Things really haven't changed much over the years in terms of what we're trying to accomplish," said Robert Frank, Western Regional Manager of Lansmont Corporation. "But some of the techniques available today have really been updated."

Americans discard into landfills more than 80 percent of Japan. Discards quite only 16 percent and recycles 50 percent. Some European countries incinerate as much as 60 percent of their wastes to recover energy.

CHEMISTRY

From page 3

1973, and provides chemicals to the medical industry for use in laboratory tests. The grant from Becton Dickinson & Company supports research by chemistry professor Jan Simek.

The equipment, which is being made in Europe, should be delivered sometime this summer. The equipment, which is being made in Europe, should be delivered sometime this summer. Estough said.

Around 270 students are majoring in the chemistry department's bachelor's and master's degree programs. Chemistry majors and other students will be able to use the FT-NMR in a variety of coursework beginning at the sophomore level.

Congratulations Cal Poly Class of '90
Your College Degree Has Just Opened Another Door!
NO MONEY DOWN - NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

Spring Toyota • BMW is offering
The Class of '90 Financing Program that will enable you to purchase a new Toyota NOW with no down payment and no payments for 90 days.

You've worked hard for your degree, we'll work hard for your business! For more information, call George X. Peterson at 543-7001.

Start Life In Style...You've Earned It!

MUSTANG DAILY
Summit Clubs

**SAM**

**LAST MEETING: Don't miss OUT! Wednesday, June 6 at 7 PM in Room 210 during the woman's show! Bring your best 6 min or less speech.**

AERO MAJORS!!

Pamphlets available at the Union Office, Room 252. Call Paul for info 543-7202.

AMERICAN FUTURISTIC SOCIETY

FINAL MEETING TUESDAY! Wed 7 pm, room 111. Bring your advanced ideas and DAVIC! Pls--see you there.

WMH: Meet Fri. 7-9 pm. Holland 232.

WATER SKI

INFO FOR 3rdave TRIP to JALISCO THIS SUMMER WEDNESDAY 10 a.m. RM 207

Announcements

SUMMER OF '90...HELP THEM KEEP IN TOUCH! AM GRADUATION TICKETS!

Nobody believes I'm actually graduating, so they all want to come see it for themselves. Call Steph, 549-4533 and leave message.

"Triple Hat" 80-82 Floor Dance! Reunion Friday, June 8th 9-12 am. Call Carole at 546-0234 or Sunny at 549-0767.

HELP! NEED GRADUATE'S ID's AND GRADUATE'S NAME!

Helping a young man from El Salvador to present to the immigration board. Call for info. You will receive a certificate from 997-7815.

STUDENTS NEED W/OS H 7 PM CALL 541-5208

HELP! NEED GRADUATE'S ID's AND GRADUATE'S NAME!

Helping a young man from El Salvador to present to the immigration board. Call for info. You will receive a certificate.

Greek News

Delta Sigma Phi Congratulations: Scotty Cameron and Greg Castro on earning their Phi Beta Kappa and Outstanding Brother of the Year Awards! Congratulations! Much fun being Greek and loved seeing brothers you don't see often anymore! Greek is where you are proud to be Greek.

Entertainment

CASH for comics & gaming items.

Games & Comics:the largest comic in every Friday morning paper! "Man's World" & "Man's Life" with an IBM campus outlet for a fun and easy time.

For Sale

AT FCP 860-1290 NEAR NEW SCH. BEST OFFER 149-4549

Bench Press G.P. For use in fridge. HEIGHTS 5'2" EXCELLENT LIE M.S.G.

COMPUTER - 100tda"s of games, monitor 128k Dos 3.3 program will come on $250 OBO Mark 545-8545

FIREWOOD DON'T GET SHORT CHANGED short two 12ft. boxes. Make me an offer!

New Laser Printer Cartridges for HP ALFIE 120TEE or REFILL 120T

TWIN BED FRAME $30 GOOD CONDITION $50 FOR BOTH

STEAM CLEAN YOUR CARPET NOW! WEEKEND SPECIAL $80 2 ROOMS OR MORE

IT'S GOTO GO Kitchen Furniture Bed Post Your daily Kosher Goodbody. Make me an offer!

MUST SELL QUICK!!!

19 color TV, $80. Big, fluffy sofa, $40. with wall unit, $260 for sum and school year.

Stereo Equipment

Sumo samurai complete stereo $750 w/stands. $20 to $125 for parts.

Mops & Cycles

Honda Sprocket Must or $600

Deporable fun-packed fun kumquat Gotta move--call 547-7220.

Employment

MAKE LOTS OF MONEY! BE IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF BUT NOT BY YOURSELF!

20 yr. old company. Travel opportunities. Company Financing. Professional Training, Full Time or Part Time! You choose! This is something you can do to go on your own business or as a way to break off for more independence. Call Mike at 549-1513 or leave message.

Roommates

SUMMER WORK

JUNE 1-25 start-free res. IV 8-20 for IV 9-27, 9-20 for IV 10-27

You must be between 26-32, single and have a positive attitude.

365-3 (855) 489-1600

WAIMEA ISLAND FALL SPRING house 2-Storey House

You must be available for both fall and spring.

Goodbody, Ask for JQH HOME SECURITY INTERL.

COUNSELLORS (Summer Camp) Immediate Opening in Christian area. Call (909) 578-5883.
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HOUSING

From page 1 "Freedom, Democracy" written in Chinese.

The crowd was shown a six-minute video capturing the grand images of the Chinese protests last June, as well as the screams and horrors when troops cracked down on the demonstrators.

The video was contributed by Mike Johansen of Cayucos, who edited the tape himself.

"I was just so excited by all that was happening (in China)," Johansen said. "I took hours and hours of video off the screen, ... and it was a sort of cathartic experience for me in my mourning."

Johansen spoke before the crowd and thanked them for standing together with our "brothers and sisters in China."

"Every step forward is a slow and painful process never taken alone," he said.

Letters of support for the anniversary were sent by Congressman Leon Panetta, State Senator Marlin Osborn, and senior federal housing official Tom Baasch said substandard conditions.

Osborne admitted that he did not know about any permits for non-construction permits for the new construction could be found at the city's Community Development Department.

Shively said ceiling panels in his room once collapsed on him while he was sleeping and were not repaired for three weeks.

Mustang Daily contacted the owner of the Harris Street house and asked him if he was aware of the substandard conditions. Co-owner Duncan Osborne said he is aware of some of the violations, but many are not his fault.

"They (tenants) never asked for anything to be changed," Osborne said. "I don't live there...

and I don't see that as my responsibility.

Osborne said he was not aware of any exposed electrical wiring and that broken lighting fixtures were put in by former tenants.

"I can't control what they do," Osborne said. "The times I know are when they tell me or when they move out and I see."

Bob Bryn, zoning inspector for San Luis Obispo, said owners are often responsible when poor maintenance and other violations are the case, but that renters are sometimes to blame.

"Some absentee landlords simply do not know what's been done," Bryn said. "(Some) students will rent to other students ... or convert areas themselves without landlord knowledge. It really puts the landlord in a terrible position."

Osborne added that he did not know about any permits for the new construction could be found at the city's Community Development Department.

The video was contributed by Mike Johansen of Cayucos, who edited the tape himself.

"I was just so excited by all that was happening (in China)," Johansen said. "I took hours and hours of video off the screen, ... and it was a sort of cathartic experience for me in my mourning."